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result on the number of zeros and poles within a contour, but 
not published. The sources of Sturm’s ideas are still not clear, 
but the editor tops up his selection by Bother’s suggestion in 
1911 that problems in heat flow may have led Sturm in the right 
direction. This last is a paper in the Bulletin of the AMS, 
so quite easily available, but all. the remaining material is 
almost as useful to have as the Routh essay. There is a short 
historical introduction which concentrates on the immediate 
background to the papers selected, and the whole forms a useful 
source-book for one particular aspect of stability theory. 
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This little volume consists of two essays, D. van Dalen’s 
“Set Theory from Cantor to Cohen” (71 pp.) and A. F. Manna’s 
“The Integral from Riemann to Bourbaki” (78 pp.). The essays 
grew out of the authors’ lectures in a series “History of Con- 
temporary Mathematics” given at the Rijks Universiteit, Utrecht. 
In the Foreword they explain that they are “by no means profes- 
sional historians” but that they have attempted “to give a fair 
survey of the development of the subject without any claim to 
completeness. We hope the book may encourage someone to take 
up a thorough investigation of the subject.” These remarks 
accurately capture the spirit and nature of the essays. They 
are essentially surveys of results, but the presentation is 
enlivened by a conscious attempt to provide them with an histori- 
cal flavor. The historical touch proves to be an effective 
means of conveying an overview of, and a feeling for, a mathe- 
matical field. Considered as history, the essays are of course 
necessarily somewhat superficial, Since several books are now 
available on the history of the theory of integration, Manna’s 
essay may have outlived its usefulness for anyone with a serious 
interest in the subject. Comparable books dealing with the 
history of set theory and its logical foundations are less 
abundant, although that situation will hopefully be changing 
before long. In the meantime, van Dalen’s essay serves as a 
helpful introduction. Both essays are accompanied by bibli- 
ographies (van Dalen: 157 items, Monna: 119 items). The book 
contains an unusually large number of relatively harmless 
typographical errors. 
